Abstract: It has been a decade since Indonesia implemented its first mandatory CSR requirement through its company law and capital investment act. The time is ripe for the discussion: Has it successfully brought social and economic justice by enforcing this radical progressivism or utilitarianism? In other words, has Indonesia attained its ends by mandating companies publicly answer for environmental problems, insufficient attention to public welfare, development of local communities and growing cleavage between rich and poor? To begin to address these questions, this paper first examines Indonesia's unique features that strengthen CSR as a legal obligation and analysis the current regulatory frame of CSR. Then, it discusses whether these laws and regulations have actually worked as a practical tool to encourage and enforce companies to perform CSR activities. This research concludes that Indonesian company law can achieve its ends only on certain conditions despite its thoroughgoing failure so far due to a number of problems in and out of the positive law. It suggests how it can specifically structure the CSR regulations and seeks attention to the more structural reform from the longerterm goal of developing a national mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Has Indonesia attained its ends by mandating companies publicly answer for environmental problems, insufficient attention to public welfare, development of local communities and growing cleavage between rich and poor? Can Indonesia confidently say that its company law has successfully brought social and economic justice by enforcing this radical progressivism (or utilitarianism)?
To begin to address this question, let us first examine the situation in the United States, which has a long history of legal discussion about similar questions and is one of the main streams in the global community of corporate law scholars.
The community of corporate law scholars in the United States is largely divided into two main schools of thought. The first group, heavily influenced by the economic analysis of corporations, main-tains the merits of the traditional -shareholder-centric model‖ of corporate law, while the second group, motivated by concerns for economic justice, proposes a -stakeholder governance model.‖ In 2007, Kent Greenfield and D. Gordon Smith from each of the two major schools explored a debate on the provocative and audacious question, -Can Corporate Law Save the World?‖ 1 Professor Smith, a leading advocate of the traditional shareholder-centric model in the U.S, argued that changes in corporate law cannot eradicate poverty, clean air or water, or solve the labour question. He contends that the changes in the corporate law that could have a substantial effect on such issues would only make matters worse.
On the other hand, Professor Greenfield, a leading proponent of progressive stakeholder governance, asserted that corporate law affects issues like the environment, human rights, and labour questions. He argues that corporate law should be expanded to take advantage of the distinctive abilities of the corporation to create wealth while preventing it from imposing costly externalities on stakeholders and communities. Now let us come back to Indonesian company law. Indonesian company law and the vast majority of scholars in Indonesia have already taken a firm stand for the latter view even before this debate, in sharp contrast to the tendency in the U.S. This contrast is evident given the 2007 Company Act No. 40 (-2007 Company Act‖), which mandatorily obliges CSR funds for companies in the natural resources industry. Un-like the absolute majority of state and model corporate laws in the U.S., the Indonesian 2007 Company Act obligates companies in the natural resource industry to allocate and spend funds implementing CSR and further stipulates sanctions against failure to comply with these obligations. Not only that, the 2007 Capital Investment Act No. 25 (UU No. 25 Tahun 2007 tentang Penanaman Modal, -2007 Capital Investment Act‖) stipulates an investor's obligation to implement corporate social responsibility for every company, irrespective of its business industry.
Indonesia has further added numerous regulatory layers over these two laws. The Central Government and related Ministries have adopted regulation and guidance while a number of local governments raced to issue their own provincial regulations, expanding CSR obligations to every company irrespective of their business field. Other laws and regulations in several fields have further created even more layers without directly mentioning the term CSR.
In other words, Indonesia does not hold a view that company is a group for shareholder's interests or the nexus of numerous contracts as do some scholars in the U.S.
2 2 "Nexus of contracts" or "contractarian theory of the firm" is a theory born in 1937 by R. H. Coase, 1937 , "The Nature of the Firm", 4 (16) Economica 386, and revived in 1990s by several scholars such as Frank Easterbrook & Dean Daniel Fischel (1991) The Economic Structure of Corporate Law, Harvard University Press, Cambridge; and Oliver E. Williamson and Sidney G. Winter, 1991 , The Nature of the Firm, Oxford University Press. The theory asserts that a company is a nexus of individual contracts among shareholders, creditors, workers, and management. Because the contractarian theory sees a corporation not as a separate entity but as an aggregate of contracts among each interest holders, it is not compatible with the concept of [ 133 ] Sriwijaya Law Review  Vol. 2 Issue 2, July (2018) Nor does it regard a company as a group that contributes a portion of retained earnings to society after earning some revenues, as required in India.
3 Indonesian regulatory frame of CSR regards a company as a group who must perform public functions, whether the company is a start-up company run by two university students with small capital, a large company that suffered huge losses or is a petty retail shop in financial difficulties. Now, it has been a decade since it implemented its first mandatory CSR requirement. The time is ripe for the discussion: Has Indonesia attained the results it aims to by mandating companies publicly answer many questions?
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION Indonesia's Unique Features that Strengthen CSR as A Legal Obligation
Although some foreign countries also started imposing CSR requirements recently, for several reasons Indonesia distinctively applies CSR requirements, through numerous laws and regulations. Why Indonesia mandates corporate social responsibility so strongly should be understood through historical, geographical, philosophical, and economic contexts.
In terms of its geographical and social anthropological setting, one of the main differences of Indonesia from other modern countries is its variety of indigenous societies spread over roughly 18,000 islands. Indonesia is centrally located along ancient CSR, which a separate corporate entity must take a responsibility for society.
3
The Indian Companies Act 2013 requires the board committee to ensure that the company spends at least 2 percent of the average net profits of the company made during the three immediately preceding financial years.
trading routes and has a complex cultural mixture, very different from other original indigenous societies. In modern history, no similar country could join the league of advanced economies. Unsurprisingly, a fundamental question has remained as to how a country can harmonize indigenous societies with modern culture, even though many modern companies have been already conducting business for the collection, refining, trade, and export of natural resources in these regions for more than a half century.
For example, is the application of modern laws to indigenous societies correct? Is it correct for a government to suddenly come in and divide the ownership of aboriginal regions in a jungle where the concept of private individual ownership of real property has never existed? 4 Let us suppose that the government has intentionally left one aboriginal community alone, fully respecting the customary law of indigenous people there. In the meantime, there is a now a modern company who comes, industrializes, and develops the economy of a nearby region only a kilometer away from the aboriginal community. How can the government attract a company to develop the regional economy while leaving a nearby aboriginal region unattached to modern culture? This is not just a 4 Because of this problem, Indonesia created a legal concept of "customary forest" for indigenous people. However, it was difficult to determine which forest was customary forest and which was not. Moreover, it was difficult to determine who legally owns the customary forest. The Indonesian Constitutional Court determined in No.35/PUU-X/2012 that Art. 1 Para. 6 of 1999 Forestry Law No. 41 is unconstitutional and must change to delete the word "state" from the sentence: "Customary forests are state forests located in indigenous peoples" territories." [ 134 ] supposition, but an actual dilemma that Indonesia has been facing.
5
Under this setting, it is easy to ‗pass the buck' for the government to the company, particularly when it has a short of funds to redress all the regional issues. An example of such passing is found in a dispute over regional land. If a state government issues a permit or license to a company for business on state-owned land, such a permit should mean that the government certifies and guarantees that the land is owned by the issuing state and, thus, not impeded by a third person's rights. This is fragmented because state-owned land is defined as "land existing on the land not impeded by another's land rights‖ (Art. This phenomenon in Indonesia also coincided with the trend of progressive corporate law in the Western world. After the fall of Enron in 2002 and the collapse of Lehman Brothers in 2008 with the subsequent global recession, the power of neoliberalism has heavily declined and the global academic world of corporate law has ruminated over the role of the corporation in society. At the same time, the idea of CSR has risen to prominence to become, in the words of The Economist, -an industry in itself, with full-time staff, newsletters, professional associations and massed armies of consultants. The global discourse on CSR and voluntary initiatives, largely Western-led, strongly inspired and animated Indonesia to mandate CSR. While management scholars have focused on the financial gains for the firm through CSR, the controversial issues in the legal context were how to regulate CSR. Should it be a legal norm, ethical norm, or something else? The question was further elaborated in Indonesia: should Indonesia regulate CSR in a voluntary way or as an obligation to companies?
Although it had not reached any notable social consensus in regard to the concept of CSR, the social climate and public demands made a substantial pressure to implement CSR anyhow. Under this mood, U.N. issued a foresighted research paper about the adaptation of CSR in Indonesia.
15
This insightful study written by Melody Kemp concludes as follows:
It is hard to consider something as abstract as CSR […] At this point in Indonesian history, CSR itself can only remain an image projected onto a screen-an outline with little depth. While concepts such as governance and CSR are fashionable, generating a new language and teams of experts, Indonesia's difficulties are perhaps more basic and to do with simple national survival.
[…] CSR only makes a difference to those few corporations targeted by consumers or who are already thinking ethically and responsibly.
[…] Indonesia may be able to benefit from CSR, but it cannot rely on CSR to solve issues of exploitation, environmental devastation and poor labour standards […] At this juncture in its development, Indonesia can indeed accommodate the tenets of Western CSR, as it has accommodated the tenets of human rights. But in reality, the inherent conflicts between CSR and, in particular, political culture may ensure that in Indonesia implementation of CSR is merely cosmetic. Indonesia's recent history is littered with examples of agencies advocating the latest trend and congratulating Indonesia for illusory change. It is pertinent to ask [ 137 ] Sriwijaya Law Review  Vol. 2 Issue 2, July (2018) whether CSR has anything more to offer Indonesia at this time than what could be offered by overall structural reform.
[…] I contend that any effective implementation of CSR requires the machinery of an effective democratic government and civil society.
Although the above study foresaw that CSR would only make a difference to those few corporations targeted by consumers or who are already thinking ethically and responsibly, they turned out to not just be a few. Nor were they just corporations targeted by consumers. A research on CSR activities of top 50 Indonesian Listed Corporations from [2003] [2004] [2005] [2006] [2007] revealed that Indonesian companies had been already aware of the increasing demands and provided CSR to stakeholders in the emerging economy prior to the establishment of legislation concerning CSR. 16 Still, it was evident that Indonesia could not simply rely on CSR for national survival. The country needed an overall structural reform in national level and some effective machinery of a mature civil society because its difficulties were more basic. Indonesia desperately needed to revive its economy and bitterly perceived the need for encouraging foreign investment as a more stable source of foreign capital than regular short-term financial investment.
17 Natural- The Constitutional Court ruled that Art. 74 is correct, non-discriminative, and just, therefore not unconstitutional. In the Court's deliberations, the concept of CSR is flexible depending on country and thus mandatory nature of CSR in Art. 74 is compatible with the current social, economic, and legal circumstances in Indonesia and gives legal certainty given Indonesia's weak law enforcement. The Court also determined that Art. 74 are based on the potential risks posed by companies' behaviour to natural resources particularly and thus is not discriminative against certain companies.
Despite this determination, some scholars still denounce its concept of Local customary laws in favor of local community that are not stipulated in a written form place an additional layer over these regulations. Although many of these regulations do not explicitly use the term CSR, the nature of these stipulations is apparently to enforce companies to perform social and public functions.
In addition, systematic ‗buck-passing' often obliges companies to perform the public function as discussed earlier. The Government land permit over state-owned land with the stipulation that -the issuer shall not be liable if the land is later found [to be] privately owned or if an individual has a right on it‖ is an example. Even if the state wrongfully issues a permit to a company resulting in a loss to someone or some entity, the responsibility to remedy the loss is shifted onto the permit holder.
These CSR regulations spread over all different levels (i.e., the local, regional, and national) and different Ministries with different substantive rules are heavily confusing in practice. Some further blame the systematic complexity that there are four coordinating Ministries and plenty of additional Ministries, each of which has its own CSR budget and regulations. 37 According to this opinion, these budgets highly differ per Ministry, as does their power to exercise authority, and this systematic inefficiency makes a general policy on CSR extremely difficult. It explains the background as these regulations are created to pool CSR funds for government-led programs, and legislative and executive bodies are dominated by politicians who want to use CSR funds as political resources.
38
Have CSR Laws and Regulations Saved Indonesia? Could we still confidently say that adopting CSR with so many regulatory layers has actually paved the way for a new era for prosperity? I contend that it has not. Although Indonesia started using the term CSR in 1990s and forming its regulatory framework in the 2000s, actual CSR activities in Indonesia have been practiced, nurtured and developed by Indonesian people since the 1970s. 39 A majority of the ini- Lambooy, CSR in Indonesia: Legislative Developments and Case Studies, Jakarta: Konstitusi Press, 2013, pp14-20. 42 "Trust is the main thing. If there is no trust between the company and local people, nothing good will come out. In the practice, CSR should make a resource measurably in "trust" based on the impact of CSR program, and conduct a procedural fairness in CSR program. Actually, the impact of CSR programs positively is the most important to get "trust" from the local
In the 2000s prior to the legislation of CSR as a mandatory legal obligation, the CSR activities of 50 listed companies were already active and showed their deep understanding of CSR. 43 Even unlisted companies appear to have already begun the social activities prior to the mandatory regulations. 44 A survey of 375 Jakarta companies in 2005 showed that 209 of the 375 companies or 55.75% were performing CSR activities in the form of kinship activities (116 companies), donations to religious institutions (50 companies), donations to social institutions (39 companies) and community development (4 companies).
45
Evidentially, Indonesian companies have already contributed to their societies in a variety of forms, even when there were no mandatory legal obligations to do so. Has adoption of the laws and regulations of CSR then incentivized and encouraged companies to contribute to society more than before? It is seriously doubtful.
As discussed earlier, local companies in the natural resources industry are particu- -as an image projected onto a screen-an outline with little depth‖: they lack justification to impose mandatory costs irrelevant to size or profit of companies as well as fail to define appropriateness and reasonability. The implementation of CSR spread over all different levels with different substance is -merely cosmetic,‖ as the incoherent regulations fail to bring out practical utility out of a challenging theme. Systematic inefficiency with a number of Ministries having different powers complicates the problems. Poor monitoring capacity and legal enforcement system is a bigger challenge. 46 This challenge is Indonesia's never-ending quest. Under the totality of circumstances, it is extremely difficult to expect that laws and regulations can be satisfactorily applied to relevant parties in an effective way as a national system must work. All these had been already foreknown before adopting them. Melody Kemp (2001) indicates that it was premature to speak of CSR in Indonesia when the tools of civil society were structurally and legislatively weak. Probably the current tools are structurally much better than the ones in 2001, and yet they are not as satisfactory as they should be.
Let us take an example one of the top CSR-performing companies. None of these activities are mandatorily required for a company by laws or regulations. Simply, there are no such laws or regulations obligating a company to build a market, school, hospital, medical centre or soccer field. In other words, these activities are not direct products of the laws and regulations, and the best CSR performing companies appear not to have been created simply by the laws and regulations.
That is not different from other regular companies. Seeing the CSR activities of several companies including PT. Blora Patra Energi and PT. Banyubang Blora Energi, 49 several researchers conclude that major companies engaged in the oil and gas sector in Central Java do not correctly understand the meaning of CSR as the law requires and the actual CSR program is still running in the form of giving and generosity. 50 In other words, launching numerous laws and regulations itself does not significantly incentivize the CSR activities to these companies. social problems is not a race to make another piecemeal regulation with little depth but a reform to a reasonable and specific substance with an effective monitoring system. First, the substance of CSR needs to be carved out to answer what is -reasonable‖ and -appropriate.‖ For instance, a size of company can be a good standard to measure the appropriateness of CSR funds. If a large share of corporate earnings does not flow to households, with few people put on their payrolls and only the pockets of their investors fattened, the government must encourage companies to spend the money on higher wages and new investments to aid the flagging local and national economy. Nevertheless, it will be the injustice to be sure, if a law forces construction of social infrastructure to a petty company managing a very small farm.
Therefore, profit can be alternative criteria. Forcing heavy CSR funds to a company having significant financial difficulties even to pay salaries to its own employees is unacceptable from both a utilitarian justice and economic perspective. Here, it is important to reinforce the nature of a business using the famous Milton Friedman quote: -The business of business is business.‖ 59 The ‗two per cent rule' in Indian
Companies Law 2013 will be a good example of solving this problem; this law requires the board committee in the company to spend at least 2 per cent of the average net profits of the company made during the three immediately preceding financial years on society. Imposing a tax on cash reserves of a local company who does not spend on the 59 Friedman Milton, "The social responsibility of business is to increase its profit" The New York Times Magazine, 13 September. 1970.
[ 148 ]
community in proportion to earnings may be an example of an appropriate sanction. In 2014, South Korea proposed to impose a ‗cash reserve tax' to companies having too much money. 60 The bottom line was that the proposal to levy a tax on excess cash reserves would be an incentive for companies to use a certain amount of future profits on salaries, dividend payments or investments and thus would gain momentum, as investments remained at historical lows while corporations were making record profits. Advocates justify this saying that rising wages could chip away at the income inequality that has undermined household confidence, and boost consumer spending.
61
Whether these examples are fitted to Indonesia or not, the kernel is that Indonesia must confront this Catch-22 by galvanizing a legal discussion in detail on how it should specifically structure the CSR regulations. As Patricia Rinwigati Waagstein asserts, the current stipulation can seriously jeopardize the efficacy of the mandatory component without being sufficiently carved out.
62 Victor Imanuel Nalle further indicates that the current biased and purely perfunctory CSR implementation model may animate companies to engage in camouflage, lip service, and kiss and run.
63
60 Willium Pesek, 2014, "Can Korea"s economy tax itself to prosperity?" Bloomberg, 27 August. 61 However, this proposal is highly controversial.
The business community refused to make any concrete commitments to scaling down their bulging cash reserves. They indicated that taxing cash reserves, much of them being retained earnings, would mean double taxation, with the earnings being after-tax profits. Besides, the companies, in recovering from global financial crises, have put aside some earnings for rainy days and they are not excessive by any means. 62 Patricia, Note 20. 63 Victor, Note 24.
At this juncture in its development, nevertheless, what Indonesia needs more than a precise concept or interpretation of CSR and identification of the duty bearer and beneficiaries is an effective implementation mechanism and a means of verifying the law's impact. To attain this success, Indonesia needs the incremental reform of more fundamental factors-the rule of law by eliminating corruption, reform of education, political ethics and the replacement of feudal structures. If existing basic laws such as criminal or environment law are not effectively enforceable, what is the use of making another law?
Attention needs to shift to the more structural reform from the longer-term goal of developing a national mechanism. The one who forces social justice to companies itself must practice what it preaches. The concept of CSR is not passing the buck of public functions to private companies. Nor is it the exclusive responsibility of companies.
So, can Indonesian company law bring social and economic justice by enforcing? Yes, it can but only when it has systematic and specific substance with an effective monitoring system and the government practices what it preaches. 
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